Monday the 22nd- What is listed as Oztacular Theatre Camp is really the Mentoring Day!!
So, Shelly needs the parents who volunteered for Mentoring day to help.
Please RSVP for mentoring day!
We would like everyone to attend for the ultimate bonding experience!

Saturday the 20th  Mrs. Shelly Schutt is having a Costume workshop-
Parents of Poppies and Jitterbugs are especially needed, but if you can help,
please RSVP to dypac@dypac.com so
we know we have enough to get the job done! Mrs. Schutt is panicking as we have over 350 costumes to go!!!
There is much for the "non-sewer" to do! If you attended last Saturday's
workshop and started a project, it would be great if you could attend again to complete it! The workshop will be 10-3, but we realize you may need to leave to retrieve your child from rehearsal!
Older (Middle school) and up are welcome if they will work WITH A PARENT, but younger children need to stay home as there just isn't enough space and lots of dangerous things! Please bring scissors to cut material and glue guns and glue sticks if you have. Also a lunch or snack and water, etc.
We will be trying to work on Winkies, Jitterbugs, Crows, Munchkin embellishing, Munchkin soldier hats, snowflake headpieces, etc.
Thank you!

Ads:
I have had many questions, so will try and answer here!
totals are $ basis, not number of ads-
File types accepted are pdf, jpg, tiff, photoshop I cannot open corral draw files
We can design ads if needed
parents may also purchase ads- kids love to see an ad for themselves from their loving families- these count as a sale!
There are sample programs at the theatre if you'd like to look at a sample program! Page size is 5X7 vertical.
For the Ads, the Projection is new. This can be color, but the program itself is in black and white.

Crows- Please get a BLACK men's button dress shirt to fit you (Target has some!)

Monkeys: Willned to purchase tights& leotard $22
Lullabye league: will need to have tights $11 (unless you've already paid for tights and leotard for something else)
Shoes:
Jitterbugs needs MaryJane style shoes. There are 32 new pair at the dental office. You are welcome to try them on. The loan deposit is $10 and you will get back when shoes are returned. DoSans in Monroe carries these shoes and they are selling them for a great price($10), so you may also go to DoSans or any other dance store to purchase if we do not have the size you want. Girls with an adult size foot (7 and up) will need to find your own as we have sizes to fit the younger crowd. If you were to find at a thrift store with taps, the taps can be removed. Anyone who has old dance shoes to donate, we are happy to take them. **This is the style shoe Mrs. Schutt wants! Online it was $21-25.**

**Dosan's**
(734) 782-1310
29048 Garden Blvd, Flat Rock, MI
Get Directions
[www.dosans.com](http://www.dosans.com)
The shoe may be purchased in any color, as we can spray black. The Ozian children will also need this shoe.

We also have several pair of character shoes, pink ballet shoes, black ballet shoes. Drop by the dental office(254 West Rd.) anytime and if you find a pair, place your deposit in an envelope with your name. Deposits will be returned when shoes are returned. This is a new policy, because we calculated that we've "lost" over 50 pair of shoes in the last 2 years. The dental staff is pretty accustomed to crazy non-dental theatre things happening, so they will be glad to direct you!

Ozians
**We know some of you Ozians have been feeling neglected, but you are very important!**
The way this show is designed, is in 2 acts. Munchkins are in Act 1 and Ozians are in Act II. Mr. Brown is rehearsing each Act, then will be combining the entire show. Then, everyone will be rehearsing together! This gives more time to run the entire show! Ozian costumes are being decided upon now. We have all kinds of characters, as the scene is kind of a 40s New York Cityscape. Retro! So we have been thinking up many characters. You might be surprised what you are as an Ozian, but for sure, it will have green! You may receive a bag of material or request for a specific costume piece. We hope to have these ready to assign next week. The costume deadline sent out before applied to the Munchkins. We are trying to create one category at a time! Mrs. Schutt and I have seen midnight at the office a couple of times, so we are really trying!:) If you happen to have any Vintage looking pieces-that
happen to be green-please let Mrs. Schutt take a look! We also need hats such as mailman, sailor, policeman, etc. Vintage women's hats would be great, too! Any old dress gloves we also love!

*Birdcage- we are looking for 2 small bamboo round birdcages( to turn into hats)! If anyone has seen them in any store around town- let us know!

Raffle Tickets
Please pick up your raffle tickets if you have not yet! They will be at each rehearsal! Sell lots!!

Any well wishes for our Choreographer, Kim, may be sent to the theatre 2447 West Jefferson Trenton MI 48183 or dypac@dypac.com and we will forward to her! She is consulting with an orthopedic surgeon today. We all send good wishes her way.

Anyone who would like to be a flying sponsor for $500 will receive 4 tickets at the Emerald Seating level (as available!) Contact Debbie Jackson via this email if interested! Logo or ad/name will be displayed via projector and listed in program.

Whew! long email-thanks for reading!